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blossoming brands
How the World’s Leading Brands Have Mastered The Art Of Ice
Over the years, the list of things we get asked to ‘freeze-in’ to ice are
all fairly straightforward - herbs or aromatics and fruit or vegetables.
Then flowers and botanicals bloomed in to our ice blocks –
gorgeous for summer weddings and events as centrepieces
or ice serving platters.
Later, we got really clever with sumptuous seafood, artistically
freezing-in and presenting spidery crabs and giant, gleaming,
whole salmon cut in to sections, like an icy version of a
Damien Hirst art installation.
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From there, it went crazy and there was really little
limit to what we could or would freeze in ice; from
Nikon ‘Cool Pix’ Cameras, cult beauty products like
Aesop, Cadbury chocolate, bottles of luxury spirits
and liqueurs, fabulous new books ready to launch,
beautiful shoes, Christmas decorations, designer
handbags and perfumes - we did it all.
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WHERE’ S THE “BORIs”
IN YOUR BUSINESS?
Did you know that this year (and for the very
first time in history), a British ice company was
chosen to design, build and maintain the UK’s
only permanent ice bar?

‘freezing-in’

This
trend shows no sign of
stopping either (we are glad to say).

That company was us – PSD Ice Art – a fact that still
makes us smile with pride and provides a realisation
that yes, we’ve made it!

The ice team absolutely relish being asked to
freeze in all sorts of things – the wild and wackier
the request the better. It pushes us creatively and
technically – who knew one type of mint would
fare better than another variety and not turn black
when frozen in ice?

The PSD ice team sculpted, chipped and carved a
staggering 30 tonnes of ice into a spectacular new
ice bar for Belowzero Ice Bar London. The theme
- which gets updated each year – has been aptly
named ‘LondonLand’ and has been referred to by
visitors as ‘beautiful’, ‘unique’ and feeling ‘British’.

These are the things that keep
us awake at night.

The Belowzero Ice bar is located in Heddon Street,
just off Regent Street, and attracts 200,000 visitors
a year, so we had to make sure that whatever we
created was something really impressive to grab
people’s attention – as well as something everyone
could really enjoy, cherish and feel part of.

Champion sportswear is one such client that uses ice
with maximum effect. Their recent winter campaign
was called ‘The-Big-Freeze’. They launched items
from their new clothing range nestled in ice cubes
on Instagram. On the run up to the grand campaign
finale, they sent out teaser posts asking followers to
tune in to their livestream on a certain date/time.

LESSONS LEARNT
Well, this shouldn’t have been a surprise at all!
Yes folks, the general public like to sit on ice lions.
They like to swing their leg over and get that all
important photo, especially when they’ve had a
frozen cocktail (or two) from the ice shot glasses we
also make for the ice bar.

That’s where we came in, delivering a huge block
of ice to Birmingham, with which we had expertly
‘frozen-in’ a select range of Champion clothing.
The Champion marketing team then suspended
the block of ice and melted it live on Instagram in a
livestream.
Followers were invited to leave a comment, including
a flame emoji, to be in with the chance to win a
selection of Champion winter clothing. They had
huge numbers of people entering and engaging
in the fun.

What would you freeze
in ice? Take a look at
www.psdiceart.co.uk/
ice-logos-branding to see more
examples of how the world’s
leading brands are using ice in
their campaigns all year round.
See that and more at www.psdiceart.co.uk

The ice sculpture lion we carved wasn’t designed
for warm, wiggly bottoms to be perched on it.
Maybe because the actual Landseer Lions in Trafalgar
Square (that our lion is modelled on) are so hard to
climb, it makes our smaller version irresistible.
Of course, we absolutely want every single person
who visits the ice bar to have fun. But with the number
of visitors it attracts, our poor lion just doesn’t stand
a chance, plus it’s not very safe. So next time – and
yes, we are very proud to announce we’re designing
and building the 2019 bar too - this has provided a
valuable lesson for the future on how people interact
with ice in a bar setting.

TAKE A COLOURFUL RISK
The use of colour is another ‘first’ as it hasn’t been
used in a theme at the bar before. It’s added a
completely new dimension to the ice and changed
the whole style and look of the setting.
As a company we’ve been using colour in our ice
sculptures since we started, for example in logo ice
sculptures, but for Belowzero Ice Bar this something
they were really keen to use and it has totally paid
off.

SO WHERE’S “BORIs”?
You may be wondering where Boris comes in.
If you’re visiting the Belowzero Ice Bar
anytime soon, then we’ll let you in on a little
secret that no one knows about.

This is what you need to do.

Crouch down very low next
to the lion ice sculpture in the
middle of the bar – it’s got a punky,

neon plume you can’t miss it. If you look very,
very closely you’ll discover, nestled in the ice,
a tiny outline of Boris Johnson on his iconic
Boris Bike.
Now, I’m not saying you need to have a
Boris Johnson actually in your business
(heaven forbid!). But rather, what is needed
is a representation of what his cheeky, playful
outline in ice means; which is a shared sense
of humour with your clients (the team at
Belowzero don’t publicise this political
feature and they certainly could make news
of it) and not always giving every single detail
away, keeping a little bit back to share
privately in the team. It strengthens your
relationship immeasurably, believe me.
Most important of all, it’s about remembering
to have fun, surrounding yourself with
creative people and making your work
memorable.
Like the Boris in the ice, it is that final
important flourish, a signature of sorts –
a completely original and unique
perspective that is engraved in the
business that no one else can emulate.
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How do you luge?
A luge is basically an icy channel in which vodka is traditionally poured
through. There are 3 types of luge and there are some pro’s and con’s to
using each method.

Channelled
through the ice
sculpture itself
If the luge channel is carved through the ice
sculpture it can get blocked if certain drinks are
used. Drinks such as fruit juices and thick creamy
drinks like Baileys are not recommended. The purer
the alcohol the better hence the name Vodka luge!
Changes in temperatures can cause the ice to
warm up and start to melt, then the resulting water
trickles through the luge and refreezes within the
luge channel, potentially causing a blockage.
To counteract this we test all our luges before
wrapping and then again on site. A note is made
on the delivery paperwork that the luge has been
tested and is good working order before we leave
the venue.

Separate Luge
Channel
The third option would be to have the luge as a
separate piece. This is the thickest and most
durable choice and the least problematic.
It can be placed at the side with the exit facing
forward or positioned horizontally behind the ice
sculpture, exiting to the right or left. Best use for
this type of luge is for colour logos or detailed
sculptures as it won’t detract from the design
like this awesome ‘W’ hotel sculpture with
double luge.

Holes can start to appear in the ice sculpture close
to the channel – this is usually due to excessive use
or incorrect positioning. Wind or constant airflow
such as air-conditioning can be a cause of this so
when deciding on where it is to go you need to
ensure that it is not under an air vent or close to
a door/window where air can flow through. If it is
being positioned outside it will need to be shielded
from the wind preferably under a canopy of some
sort.
Having a luge running through the sculpture isn’t
always a good idea as it can spoil the overall look
of the sculpture. The channel will be quite visible
through the ice. Where possible we will disguise it
within the design but it cannot always be done.

Tubing
Using tubing within a very small ice sculptures is
the best option here. It’s also advisable if heavy use
of the luge is expected as the tubing makes it more
durable and won’t block.
The downside with tubing is that it is not as
aesthetically pleasing. There will usually be a
funnel sticking out at the top and tube will be
visible through the ice. We will disguise as much
as possible within the design but we can’t make it
invisible.
Want a luge for your party or event? Call 01342 835348 or email enquiries@psdiceart.co.uk.
Take a look around our vodka luge gallery www.psdiceart.co.uk/ice-luges for inspiration.

